Rights of Nature Global Gathering

3 Years Action Plan
Rights of Nature Global Gathering

- Shift of Paradigm
- Embedded Peace & Harmony
- Web of Ecocentric Expertise
- Biocultural Restoration
- Consciousness
- We Are One
- Dynamic Alliance
- Membership & Organisation
- Change Global Laws
- Adoption of UN Convention, Ecocide & Tribunal
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10 Years Vision
Rights of Nature Global Gathering

We want to empower communities to make the changes.

We need a revolution.

We are a movement to change people's mindset.

At GARN we do it together for mother earth from our heart.
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DEVELOPMENT LIVING DOCUMENT

RESPONSIBILITY INTERDEPENDENT
EARTH BEINGS CENTERED TRUST &
PARTICIPATION

INDIGENOUS TIME TO
WISDOM ACT IS NOW

HARMONY & RELATIONSHIP
RECOGNITION OF
RIGHTS OF NATURE

SHARED INHERITANCE
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Impartiality

Independency

Bias of courts

Legitimacy

International

Over local

Local tribunals should be independent

Biodiversity

Participation of perpetrators

In the tribunal

Restorative justice — solution

Nature goes to tribunal
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Yes

People's tribunals

And they never come

Play role
Rights of Nature Global Gathering

CONSTITUTION
/ FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES

CONSCIOUSNESS
/ PARADIGM SHIFT

GARN AS A RESOURCE
/ GLOBAL LAWS

ACTION PLAN
/ VISION

GARN AS A RESOURCE
/ GLOBAL LAWS

DECLARATION
/ RIGHTS OF MOTHER EARTH

WE MUST DEDICATE OURSELVES TO A DEEP TRANSFORMATION
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